G U A R A N T E E I N G YO U G R E AT E R P R O D U C T I V I T Y

G R E AT E R P R E C I S I O N B Y D E S I G N

In-house production guarantees utmost preci-

Precision is a fundamental principle here at

When it comes to precision, Spieth sets the

The unique Spieth principle embodied by all

sion.

benchmark - and this certainly pays dividends

in practice. Across the globe. For over 50 years.
We are a leading technical innovator and pro-

vider of solutions in the area of mechanical
and systems engineering. When it comes to

ensuring the absolute quality of mechanical

connecting, bearing and locking solutions for
Spieth company
headquarters and
production department in Esslingen,
Germany.

drive and guide components, leading manufacturers rely on us. Not least because we control the entire manufacturing process from
start to finish.

Spieth.

our products ensures that everything runs

smoothly in practice. With our precision me-

chanical elements such as clamping sets, guide

bushings, precision self-locking nuts and

clamping nuts, we are continuously setting

new standards in terms of precision, function,
durability, ease of installation and cost-effec-

tiveness. And being the kind people we are, we
always try to improve on what we have

achieved. Cooperating closely with our customers, we continuously develop our products
– with a high degree of flexibility to meet ev-

er-changing requirements and rising demands.

Guide bushings

Clamping sets
New: Concentricity
better than 8 µm

Locknuts
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Expert on-site advice.

As experts in the area of connections, we can
offer specific advice from our technical service
department and sales engineers. For complex

assignments, we work closely with the customer to come up with the perfect solution, if
necessary, on-site.

Radial plain bearings
Guide gibs
New: Tungsten-carbide coating

Clamping nuts
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E N G I N E E R I N G EXP E RTI S E FO R O U R C U STOM E R S –
D O W N T O T H E F I N E S T D E TA I L , E V E N W I T H O U R
SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
Spieth Elements – Precision-made in Germany.

When it comes to precision, durability, availa-

Customer support by Spieth experts.

installation and production at our customers,

and quality of our products, we offer compre-

bility and minimum input of resources during
Spieth offers a range of services and expertise
like no other. Which also explains why we

maintain control over the production of our
products. We continue to manufacture all pre-

cision parts ourselves here in Germany – using

the very latest manufacturing, test and inspection processes. Only in this way can we be
certain that they fully satisfy our exacting

In addition to the exception al functionality
hensive support from our experienced sales

engineers – from concept phase all the way to
practical implementation. This allows us to
provide you with solutions that meet your current requirements while at the same time giv-

ing you the option to plan for the next stage
of development.

quality standards and those of our customers.

Flexibility based on experience – in dialogue

products available directly from stock guaran-

By engaging in a continuous dialogue with

A comprehensive works-standard portfolio of
tees you precision down to the finest detail.

with customers.

customers from the most diverse industries

and applying our accumulated expertise, we
are in a position to provide products and serv-

ices offering a high degree of added value.
This experience pays dividends for you in practice.

Our service.

We can advise on how to optimise the integration of connecting elements into your system

and how to ensure reliable functionality in the
connection environment.
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The difference between the original and plagiarism: Special solutions.

As the original manufacturer of Spieth prod-

ucts, we can apply the expertise and experience of our specialists to create bespoke solu-

tions based on the renowned Spieth diaphragm
system. The development process involves the

use of modern simulation technologies and

practically-oriented testing methods. By com-

bining theoretical scientific findings with

practical experience of numerous industries,
our processes and developments are trailblazing. Numerous national and international patents bear witness to Spieth engineering expertise.
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THE SPIETH PRINCIPLE:
TH E U N I FORM DISTR I BUTION OF FORC E ALL-ROU N D
Everything runs smoothly – with the power of

With unique benefits in practical applica-

founder Rudolf Spieth and further refined

• H igh concentricity with no balance problems

the Spieth principle. Developed by company
down to the smallest detail over a period of 50

years, this intelligent functional principle
forms the basis for perfect and efficient solu-

tions for mechanical connecting, clamping,
guiding, bearing and locking in the mechanical
and systems engineering fields. Guaranteeing
ultimate precision and economical results.

Uniform distribution of clamping forces allround.

The Spieth principle simply involves the uniform application of force – frictional force to
be precise: Rather than being concentrated at

a few single points, the clamping forces of our

mechanical connecting elements engage all
round and are thus uniformly distributed.

Conventional solutions:
Application of force at single
points – less efficient, less precise
and less safe.
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tions:

thanks to the dynamically balanced and selfcentring structure – without grooves and
slots.

• A secure shaft-hub connection that can be

released and re-used an unlimited number
of times.

• Time-saving assembly and dismantling.
• S ecure bearing function of locknuts:

Uniform all-round clamping of thread flanks
ensures high dynamic locking properties

and exceptional axial rigidity. Thread flank
play can be reduced to zero, resulting in
absolutely level contact surfaces and

run-out accuracy even in the assembled
state.

• S ecure, convenient application of high axial
forces with clamping nuts. Can be used on
rotating spindles.

• Perfect adjustment of play to suit radial
plain bearings and guide gibs and, with

additional clamping function, to suit guide
bushings.

Our customers can rely 100 percent on the
Spieth principle – for optimum mechanical
and systems engineering performance.

The Spieth principle:
uniform all-round
friction locking –
efficient, highly precise
and secure.
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TH E R E I S A S O LUTI O N TO EV E RY C H A L L E N G E –
WITH TH E SPI ETH CON N ECTION EXPERTS
For economical, safe operation.

Expertise in efficient connections.

they deliver powerful performances: In a wide

prehensive expertise when it comes to:

Our products may seem inconspicuous, but
range of applications. they are the key that

enables the smooth, economical and safe opSpieth – exactly
the right solution
for challenging
applications in
mechanical and systems engineering.

Spieth is your solution partner offering com• t ransmitting torque, radial forces and axial
forces or generating axial clamping forces,

eration of highly complex systems and ma-

• r ealising cylindrical or even sliding

products have reached their limits, solutions

• b edding of linear, rotating or screwing

demands of modern machinery frequently

• m eeting high accuracy specifications and

chinery. And in situations where conventional
by Spieth that can meet the most stringent
come into play.

Thanks to their special characteristics and the
unique Spieth principle, our products perform

a wide range of duties with extreme precision,
reduce failure rates and extend machinery run
times.

surfaces,

movements,

realising particular installation and dismantling benefits,

• l ocking threads,

• c reating connections, which can be quickly

and easily released and simply adjusted and
readjusted.

Special versions available on request.

Special solutions are our speciality. To do this,
we bring the experience acquired in numerous
industries to bear along with the necessary
technological expertise and understanding to
meet your individual requirements.

Regardless of the challenges you need to over-

come: With Spieth at your side, you will find

the optimum, safe and therefore economical
solution.
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PRODUCT RANGES

PROPERTIES

Locknuts

Clamping
sets

Guide
bushings

Guide
gibs

Radial
plain
bearings

Clamping
nuts

Transmission of
torque
Transmission of
radial forces
Transmission of
axial forces
Generation of axial
clamping forces
Sliding surface
cylindrical
Sliding surface
even
Bedding of
linear movements
Bedding of
rotating movements
Bedding of
screwing movements
Fulfils high accuracy
requirements
Exceptional assembly
and dismantling benefits
Locking thread
Connection quickly
and easily released
Simple to adjust
and readjust
Function provided

Function optional
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AT S P I E T H , P R E C I S I O N S TA N D S F O R S C O P E .
A N D VA R I E T Y
When it comes to the precision of our products, we are extremely meticulous. That's because at the end of the day, our manufactur-

ing tolerances are in the micron range. The

entire Spieth product range – from clamping
sets to guide gibs – can be measured against

our own high standards and those of our customers.

For this reason, we constantly use modern
testing stations to ensure the premium quality of our products even during production. The
extensive range of precision products by Spieth

includes several thousand variants for a broad

spectrum of applications and is available
worldwide through our partners and from the

company headquarters in Germany. A permanent inventory of all standard parts ensures
prompt and flexible delivery at an attractive

price. And virtually all components we have
ever manufactured are still available today as
special elements.
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LOCKNUTS

12-33

CLAMPING SETS

34-55

GUIDE BUSHINGS

56-71

GUIDE GIBS

72-79

RADIAL PLAIN BEARINGS

80-85

CLAMPING NUTS

86-93

SERVICE

94-97
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